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Ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs)
• In ion-ion collisions, nuclei can interact at large impact parameters b >> RA+RB  
→ ultraperipheral collisions (UPCs) → strong interaction suppressed → in 
equivalent photon approximation, interaction via quasi-real photons, Budnev, 
Ginzburg, Meledin, Serbo, Phys. Rept. 15 (1975) 181 → photon-proton and photon-nucleus 
scattering at unprecedentedly high energies, Baltz et al, Phys. Rept. 480 (2008) 1
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!
" - UPCs correspond to empty detector with only two pion 

(lepton) tracks  
- Nuclear coherence by veto on neutron production by Zero 
Degree Calorimeters and selection of small pT 

• Coherent and incoherent (target nucleus breaks up) photoproduction of 
vector mesons in UPCs:                                        
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II. INCOHERENT VECTOR MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION IN HEAVY-ION ULTRAPERIPHERAL
COLLISIONS

In the case of incoherent photoproduction of ! mesons in symmetric UPCs of ions A and using the equivalent
photon approximation [17], the UPC cross section can be written in the following form [1]

d"AA!!AA!

dy
= N"/A(y)""A!!A!(y) +N"/A(!y)""A!!A!(!y) , (1)

where N"/A(y) is the photon flux; y is the rapidity of the produced ! meson. Since each ion can serve as a source of
photons and a target, Eq. (1) contains two contributions corresponding to the right-moving photon source (first term)
and the left-moving source (second term), respectively. Equation (1) implies the situation (experimental set-up), when
the final state contains only a (reconstructed) ! meson, two large rapidity gaps and no special requirement is imposed
on the number of forward nucleons, which are emitted in the nuclear break-up. However, requiring that UPCs are
accompanied by forward neutron emission detected by zero-degree calorimeters (ZDCs) allows one to disentangle with
a high probability and a reasonable accuracy the two terms in Eq. (1), see the discussion in Ref. [18].
The photon flux N"/A(y) in Eq. (1) is given by the convolution of the photon flux produced by a fast moving ion at

the distance #b from its center, N"/A($,#b) [19], with the probability not to have strong interactions at given #b, !AA(b),

N"/A(y) =

!

d2#bN"/A($,#b)!AA(#b) . (2)

where

!AA(#b) = exp

"

!"NN

!

d2#b1TA(#b1)TA(#b !#b1)
#

. (3)

In Eq. (3), TA(#b) = A
$"
#" dz!A(#b, z) is the nuclear optical density, where !A is the nuclear density, which we calculated

using the Hartree–Fock–Skyrme approach [20]; "NN is the energy-dependent nucleon–nucleon total cross section [21].
Combining the vector meson dominance (VMD) model for the %N " !N amplitude with the high-energy optical

limit of the Glauber model and using the completeness (closure) of the nuclear final states A$, the expression for the
cross section of incoherent photoproduction of ! mesons (and other vector mesons amenable to the VMD model) can
be presented in the following form [22]

"Glauber
"A!!A! =

"

e

f!

#2 !

d2#b
%

#0|!†
A(b)!A(b)|0$ ! #0|!†

A(b)|0$#0|!A(b)|0$
&

, (4)

where f! is the photon–meson coupling fixed by the !" e+e# decay width, f2
!/(4&) = 2.01±0.1; the notation #| . . . |$

stands for the integration with the ground-state nuclear wave function squared (nuclear density). In Eq. (4), !A(b) is
the !–nucleus scattering amplitude in the impact parameter space (profile function),

!A(b) = 1!
A
'

i=1

(1! !N (b! si)) , (5)

which is expressed through the !–nucleon amplitudes !N ,

!N (b ! si) =
"!N
4&B

e#(b#si)
2/(2B) , (6)

where si is the transverse coordinate of ith nucleon; "!N is the total ! meson–nucleon cross section; B is the slope
of the t dependence of the !N " !N cross section. Note that in the high-energy limit, one can safely neglect the
longitudinal momentum transfer to nucleons and the nucleon ordering. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) in Eq. (4) and
assuming independent nucleons in the nuclear wave function, one obtains

#0|!†
A(b)!A(b)|0$ ! #0|!†

A(b)|0$#0|!A(b)|0$ =

(

1!
"!N
A

TA(b) +
"2
!N

16&BA
TA(b)

)A

!
*

1!
"!N
2A

TA(b)
+2A

= exp

,

!"!NTA(b) +
"2
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16&B
TA(b)

-

! exp [!"!NTA(b)] =

(

1! exp
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!
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16&B
TA(b)

-)

exp

,

!"!NTA(b) +
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b)

-

%
"2
!N

16&B
TA(b) exp

,

!

(

"!N !
"2
!N

16&B

)

TA(b)

-

. (7)

Photon flux from QED+ suppression of 
strong interactions at small b:  
- high intensity ~ Z2 
- high photon energy ~ 𝛾L

Photoproduction 
cross section y = rapidity of ρ



Nuclear shadowing 
• Nuclear shadowing (NS) = suppression of cross section on a nucleus 
compared to sum of cross sections on individual nucleons: σA < A σN. 

• Observed for various beams (p, 𝜋, 𝛾, 𝛾*, ν) of large energies (> 1 GeV). 

• Explained by simultaneous interaction of projectile with target nucleons → 
destructive interference among amplitudes for interaction with 1, 2, …nucleons 
→ nucleons in rear of the nucleus “see” smaller (shadowed) flux: σA~A2/3. 

• NS in photoproduction of light vector mesons ρ, ω, ɸ: 
- dynamics of soft 𝛾p and 𝛾A interaction at high energies 
- test of VMD model and role of inelastic (Gribov) shadowing  

• NS in photoproduction of heavy vector mesons J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), Υ: 
- mechanism of nuclear shadowing: leading twist vs. HT vs. saturation  
- new constraints on nuclear gluon distribution gA(x,µ2) at small x 
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Fig. 7. Graphs for pion–deuteron scattering in the Glauber approach.

2.3. Comparison of the Gribov and Glauber results for nuclear shadowing

Originally the nuclear shadowing correction to the pion–deuteron cross section was calculated by Glauber in 1955 [113]
for the energy range E⇡ ⇠ 1 GeV, where the Lorentz dilationwas not important. In the Glauber approach, the pion–deuteron
scattering amplitude receives contributions from the impulse approximation term and from the term corresponding to the
subsequent interactions of the pion with the two nucleons of the target; the both terms are presented in Fig. 7.

The corresponding expression for the total pion–deuteron cross section reads [113]:

�⇡Dtot = 2�⇡Ntot �

�
�⇡Ntot

�2

4⇡

⌧
1
r2

�

D
, (19)

where h1/r2iD is the average inverse radius squared of the deuteron,
⌧
1
r2

�

D
=

Z
d3Er | D(Er)|2

1
Er2

, (20)

with  D(Er) the deuteron wave function.
TheGribov formula for the nuclear shadowing correction (17) is the generalization of that of Glauber (19) to high energies.

Noticing that in Eq. (17), the |Ek|2 dependence of the deuteron form factor is much faster than that of the diffractive cross
section and assuming that only the elastic intermediate state contributes, Eq. (17) can be written as

�⇡Dtot ⇡ 2�⇡Ntot �
d�⇡Nel (Ek)

dEk2

�����
|Ek|2=0

2
Z

dEk2⇢
⇣
4Ek2

⌘
. (21)

Using the S-matrix unitarity condition,

d�⇡Nel (Ek)
dEk2

�����
|Ek|2=0

=

�
�⇡Ntot

�2

16⇡
, (22)

and the expression for h1/r2iD in the momentum representation,
Z

dEk2⇢
⇣
4Ek2

⌘
= 2

⌧
1
r2

�

D
, (23)

one readily sees that the Gribov (21) and Glauber (19) formulas coincide, if the intermediate state is purely elastic. However,
when inelastic diffraction is important, the Gribov formula leads to larger shadowing.

Despite the similarity of the results obtainedwithin the Gribov andGlauber approaches, the two approaches are based on
very different pictures of high-energy hadron–nucleus scattering. The Glauber approach neglects the Lorentz time dilation
effects related to the hadron production. Indeed, themethod is essentially quantum-mechanical and the creation of particles
in the intermediate states is not possible. As a result, the incoming hadron is formed after each interaction and scatters
successively on the target nucleons, see Fig. 7.

More generally, in the p ! 1 limit, the shadowing correction in theGlauber approach (the right graph in Fig. 7) vanishes.
This can be proven by exact calculations in any quantum field theory which accounts for particle production. Using analytic
properties of the scattering amplitudewith respect to themass squared of the produced state, one can demonstrate the exact
cancellation of the diagrams with the eikonal topology [112,114] (the right graph in Fig. 7 is an example of such diagrams).
The physical reason for this cancellation is that during the finite time it takes for the partonic fluctuation to traverse the
nucleus, the fluctuation does not have enough time (which is of the order of lc / p) to form back into the projectile.

In the Gribov approach, the projectile interacts with the target as a superposition of different configurations that interact
with different strengths, but which evolve very little during the passage through the nucleus. These configurations emerge
behind the nucleus as a distorted – but still a coherent – superposition of configurations, which, when decomposed over
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Fig. 8. The cuts of Fnp that contribute to =mFnp .

the eigenstates of the strong Hamiltonian, contains both the original hadron (elastic scattering) as well as diffractively
excited states (coherent diffraction). The Gribov approach is essentially field-theoretical and the creation of particles in the
intermediate state is properly taken into account, see Figs. 2 and 5. Hence, although the final answer for nuclear shadowing
in the Glauber and Gribov approaches is expressed through topologically different diagrams, it has the structure of the sum
of the eikonal term and the same-sign term corresponding to the contribution of other diffractive states.
Comment. A simple picture of the scattering eigenstates by Feinberg and Pomeranchuk [104] and Good and Walker [115]
provides an s-channel model for the picture of high-energy scattering employed in the Gribov approach. In particular, a
projectile being in different eigenstates interactswith the two nucleons of the deuteron. The contribution of this interactions
to the elastic scattering amplitude at t = 0 is given by the overlapping integral between the final state and projectile wave
functions.Whenexpressed through the cross section of diffractivehN scattering at t = 0withhelp of theMiettinen–Pumplin
relation [116], one finds [117] the same expression as found byGribov, see Eq. (17).Wewill further discuss the Good–Walker
picture later on.

It is worth noting that in the Gribov–Glauber approximation, the nucleus is treated as a dilute system. Namely, it is
assumed that the characteristic impact parameters for the projectile–nucleon interaction are much smaller than the typical
transverse distance between the interacting nucleon and its neighbor. The corrections to this approximation are difficult
to estimate in a model-independent way, although they may become important at the LHC energies, where the typical
impact parameters in the pp interaction are as large as 1.5 fm, which is close to the average distance to the nearest neighbor.
However, phenomenological analyses indicate that the Gribov–Glauber approximation works well for fixed-target energies
in nucleon–nucleus scattering at the beam energies EN  400 GeV, for a recent analysis, see Ref. [118]. Since in the energy
range that we discuss in the present review the impact parameters in � ⇤p diffraction do not exceed those in NN scattering
at fixed-target energies, we will neglect these effects in our analysis.

2.4. The AGK cutting rules and nuclear shadowing

In the Gribov approach, the nuclear shadowing correction to the total pion–deuteron cross section is given by the
diffractive cut of the graph, where the fast pion exchanges two Pomeronswith the target, see Fig. 5. The resulting shadowing
correction is negative and given in terms of the pion–nucleon diffractive cross section. These two features of theGribov result
can be understood using the Abramovsky–Gribov–Kancheli (AGK) cutting rules in the Reggeon field theory [119].

Let us consider the part of the pion–deuteron scattering amplitude that gives rise to the shadowing correction by
assuming that the high-energy pion interacts with the target nucleons by the Pomeron exchanges. In the symbolic form
(omitting the integration over the transverse momentum of exchanged Pomerons in the loop which does not change the
AGK rules), the amplitude reads:

Fnp = �iN(iD1)N(iD2), (24)
where D1,2 denote the complex Reggeon amplitudes; N is the real-valued particle-Reggeon vertex function which is an
operator in the space of diffractively produced particles (see below). The imaginary part of Fnp is then readily found:

=mFnp = �2N2 (=mD1=mD2 � <eD1<eD2) , (25)
where N2 =

P
nhi|N|nihn|N|f id⌧n (in this expression, |ni denotes the diffractively produced state; d⌧n is its phase volume).

The additional factor of two originates from the fact that the deuteron consists of two nucleons.
Alternatively, the imaginary part of Fnp can be evaluated by summing all possible cuts of the diagram corresponding

to Fnp, see Fig. 8. Graph a corresponds to the diffractive final state in the ⇡N ! XN reaction, when the pion diffractively
dissociates into the hadronic states X . Hence, this cut is called diffractive. Graph b corresponds to the single multiplicity of
the final state Y in the ⇡D ! Y reaction; graph c corresponds to the double multiplicity in the ⇡D ! Y reaction.

Denoting the results of the cutting of graphs a, b and c in Fig. 8 as=mFa
np,=mFb

np and=mFc
np, respectively, a direct evaluation

gives [119]:
=mFa

np = 2N2 (=mD1=mD2 + <eD1<eD2) = 2N2
|D1D⇤

2|,

=mFb
np = �8N2

=mD1=mD2,

=mFc
np = 4N2

=mD1=mD2. (26)

 elastic intermediate state, Glauber (1955)  inelastic intermediate state, Gribov (1969)
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Coherent photoproduction of ρ on nuclei  
• Measured with fixed targets (SLAC, W < 6 GeV), in Au-Au UPCs@RHIC (W < 12 
GeV), and Pb-Pb UPCs@LHC at 2.76 TeV (W=46 GeV) and 5.02 TeV (W=62 GeV) 

• The method based on the vector meson dominance (VMD) model for 𝛾→ρ 
transition and Glauber model for shadowing in ρA scattering fails to describe 
the data.

• The disagreement is by factor ~1.5 for 
large-W RHIC (STAR), Adler, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 
89 (2002) 272302; Abelev et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 
034910; Agakishiev, et al., Phys. Rev. C 85 (2012) 014910 
and ALICE data, Adam et al (ALICE), JHEP 1509 

(2015) 095; Acharya et al, JHEP 06 (2020) 035.   
• → modified model is required.

�VMD
�A!⇢A =

✓
e

f⇢

◆2 Z
d2b

���1� e�
1
2�⇢NTA(b)

���
2

TA(b) =

Z
dz⇢A(b, z)

nuclear optical density:
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Fig. 1. The ! A ! " A cross section as a function of W! p . The VMD-GM (red dashed 
curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on 
the DL94 parametrization of the "N cross section are compared to the experimental 
values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

the IA calculation, but it still overestimates the experimental cross 
sections by the factor of 1.5–2. Besides, the energy dependence 
is different: while the calculated cross sections slowly grow with 
energy, the experimental values slightly decrease or stay almost 
constant. Note that the calculated values of the ! Au ! "Au cross 
section are smaller than those for the lead target by approximately 
5% for all energies. Hence, we neglect this difference throughout 
our paper and perform our calculations for lead keeping in mind 
the 5% reduction of the nuclear cross section when we compare 
our calculations with the STAR data.

To check the accuracy of the Glauber model calculations in 
Eq. (6) in combination with the DL94 pion–nucleon cross section, 
we calculated the hadron–nucleus total and inelastic cross sections 
for the neutron and pion projectiles in the Glauber approach:

# tot
h A = 2

!
d2"b

"
1 # e# #hN

2 T A(b)
#

,

# in
h A =

!
d2"b

"
1 # e##hN T A(b)

#
. (8)

The neutron–nucleon cross section #nN is estimated using the ad-
ditive quark model counting rule relation [3] #nN = 3/2#$ N , where 
the pion–nucleon cross section is given by Eq. (7). The results of 
our calculations are compared to the data [24,45–47] in Fig. 2. One 
can see from the figure that the calculations agree very well with 
the measurements. This means that the reasons of the disagree-
ment of similar calculations of the ! A ! " A cross section with 
the STAR and ALICE data are in specifics of the light vector meson 
photoproduction process.

This conclusion is confirmed by our observation that the latest 
2006 H1 data on the ! p ! "p cross section [19] (we extrapolated 
the H1 cross sections given at #t = 0.01 GeV2 to #t = 0 assuming 
the eBt dependence with the value of the slope B reported by H1) 
disagrees with the normalization of the forward cross section cal-
culated using the DL94 model by the factor of 0.84. This is seen in 
Fig. 3, where the forward ! p ! "p cross section evaluated using 
Eqs. (5) and (7) (the green dot-dashed curve labeled “VMD-DL94”) 
is compared to the whole bulk of the data. Also, for comparison, 
we show the parametrization of the forward ! p ! "p cross sec-
tion from the Starlight Monte Carlo generator [48], which is widely 

Fig. 2. Upper and middle: Comparison of the total and inelastic neutron–nucleus 
cross sections calculated in the Glauber model with the available data. Bottom: The 
total pion–nucleus cross section as a function of $s$ N : the Glauber model calcula-
tions with the DL94 model for #$ N are compared to the available data.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimentally measured forward cross section of coher-
ent " photoproduction on the proton [19,38–43] with the VDM-DL94 model and 
the Starlight parametrization. The red solid line shows the modified VMD (mVMD) 
parametrization (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

σρN=ρ-nucleon total cross 
section from VMD and 
constituent quark counting
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Modified vector meson dominance (mVMD) model
• At large beam energies Е𝛾, the photon can be viewed as superposition of 
long-lived (lc ~ E𝛾) fluctuations interacting with hadrons with different cross 
sections, Good, Walker, Phys. Rev. 120 (1960) 1857 

• It can be realized by introducing the probability distribution P(σ), Blattel et al, Phys. 

Rev. D 47 (1993) 2761 
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used for predictions and modeling of vector meson photoproduc-
tion on nuclear targets. In order to agree with the 2006 H1 data, 
the results of the VMD-DL94 and the Starlight parametrization 
should be decreased by the factor of approximately 0.7, which is 
much larger than what could be allowed by a variation of f! . From 
the analysis presented above we can conclude the following: the 
assumption of the ! meson dominance in the photon wave func-
tion has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data 
including the results of 2006 H1 measurements.

To this end, one can write the ! meson photoproduction ampli-
tude as the dispersion integral over the masses of the intermediate 
states generated in the " ! V transitions, which will involve the 
on-mass-shell f V , the !N cross section and the V N ! !N am-
plitude (here V denotes !-meson-like fluctuations of the photon 
with the invariant mass M , see our discussion in the Introduction). 
It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution 
of the higher states can only weakly change f! , but it can no-
ticeably reduce the cross section of the ! meson production due 
non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of 
the photon and the ! meson in the GVMD approach [9,10,49]. On 
the other hand, within the VMD approach this can be modeled by 
defining the effective !-nucleon cross section #̂!N :

#̂!N(W" p) = f!
e

!

16$
d# exp

" p!!p(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

We refer to this model as the modified vector meson dominance 
(mVMD) model; its prediction is shown by the solid red curve in 
Fig. 3. Note that a similar effect is also present in the CDM.

The Gribov–Glauber model takes into account both elastic and 
inelastic diffraction; the latter leads to the additional—as compared 
to the Glauber model—inelastic nuclear shadowing contribution 
(the Gribov shadowing correction) [20]. The standard method to 
include this effect is given by the formalism of cross section fluc-
tuations, which conveniently and successfully describes diffractive 
dissociation of protons, neutrons and pions on hydrogen and nu-
clei and inelastic nuclear shadowing in hadron–nucleus total cross 
sections [50].

Applying this formalism to the ! meson–nucleus scattering, we 
obtain:

# mVMD-GGM
" A!! A =

"
e
f!

#2 $
d2"b

%%%%

$
d# P (# )

&
1 # e# #

2 T A(b)
'%%%%

2

,

(10)

which generalizes Eq. (6).
The interpretation of Eq. (10) is the following: the photon fluc-

tuates into the ! meson, which interacts with the target as a 
coherent superposition of eigenstates of the scattering operator, 
whose eigenvalues are the scattering cross sections # ; the weight 
of a given fluctuation is given by the distribution P (# ). Each 
state interacts with nucleons of the target nucleus according to 
the Gribov–Glauber model. The result is summed over all possible 
fluctuations, which corresponds to averaging with the distribution 
P (# ) at the amplitude level.

Based on the similarity between the pion and ! meson wave 
functions suggested by the additive quark model and our discus-
sion above, it is natural to assume that P (# ) for the !N interaction 
should be similar to the pion P$ (# ), which we additionally mul-
tiply by the factor of 1/(1 + (# /#0)

2) to take into account the 
enhanced contribution of small # in the !N interaction (we ex-
plained above that the contribution of small-# fluctuations to the 
" N ! !N amplitude is expected to be enhanced compared to the 
$ N ! $ N one):

P (# ) = C
1

1 + (# /#0)2 e#(# /#0#1)2/%2
. (11)

The parameterization of Eq. (11) satisfies the basic QCD constraint 
of P (# = 0) $= 0 and also P (# ! %) ! 0. The free parameters C , 
#0 and % are found from the following constraints:

$
d# P (# ) = 1 ,

$
d# P (# )# = &# ' ,

$
d# P (# )# 2 = &# '2(1 + &# ) , (12)

where &# ' = #̂!N in the mVMD model, see Eq. (9).
The quantity &# parametrizes the dispersion of P (# ) around its 

mean value &# ', i.e., it characterizes the strength of cross section 
fluctuations. It can be determined using experimental information 
on the photon diffraction dissociation, in particular, the factor-
ization of the photon and the pion diffraction dissociation cross 
sections scaled by the respective total cross sections. In detail, the 
measurement [51] of inclusive diffraction dissociation of photons 
on hydrogen, " p ! Xp, in the range of 75 < E" < 148 GeV and 
M2

X/s < 0.1 (M X denotes the produced diffractive mass) and the 
control measurement of inclusive diffraction dissociation of pions 
in the $ p ! Xp reaction at E$ = 100 GeV showed that the re-
spective M2

X distributions scaled by the total cross sections are 
very similar in the photon and pion cases. For the cross sections 
integrated over M2

X , this observation means that:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#" p
( d#$ p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#$ p
= &$

#

16$
#$ N , (13)

where in the last equation we expressed the cross section of pion 
diffraction dissociation in terms of &$

# characterizing the P$ (# )
distribution and the total pion–nucleon cross section #$ N .

On the other hand, using the formalism of cross section fluctu-
ations for the !-nucleon scattering and the mVMD model for the 
" –! transition, we obtain for the cross section of photon diffrac-
tion dissociation [compare to Eq. (5)]:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
= 1

16$

"
e
f!

#2 ($
d# P (# )# 2 # (#̂!N )2

)

= &#

16$

"
e
f!

#2

(#̂!N)2 , (14)

where the diffraction dissociation final state X by construction 
does not contain ! . The inelastic final state X is selected exper-
imentally by analyzing the differential cross section as a function 
of the produced diffractive mass M X and corresponds to the val-
ues of M X beyond the ! peak, M2

X > 1.5–2 GeV2 [51]. Substituting 
Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) we obtain the desired constraint on &# :

&# =
f 2
!

e2

#$ N#" p

#̂ 2
!N

&$
# , (15)

where the total photon–proton cross section #" p is taken from the 
fit to data [4].

For the pion projectile, we use the constituent quark counting 
rule for the ratio of the nucleon–nucleon and the pion–nucleon 
total cross sections and obtain:

&$
# (s) = 3

2
&N

# (s) . (16)

Here we effectively use validity of the limiting fragmentation 
which is well established experimentally.

The pattern of cross section fluctuations for the nucleon projec-
tile has the following dependence of the invariant collision energy 
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Fig. 1. The ! A ! " A cross section as a function of W! p . The VMD-GM (red dashed 
curve) and VMD-IA (blue dot-dashed line) predictions for a 208Pb target based on 
the DL94 parametrization of the "N cross section are compared to the experimental 
values extracted from the STAR and ALICE UPC measurements.

the IA calculation, but it still overestimates the experimental cross 
sections by the factor of 1.5–2. Besides, the energy dependence 
is different: while the calculated cross sections slowly grow with 
energy, the experimental values slightly decrease or stay almost 
constant. Note that the calculated values of the ! Au ! "Au cross 
section are smaller than those for the lead target by approximately 
5% for all energies. Hence, we neglect this difference throughout 
our paper and perform our calculations for lead keeping in mind 
the 5% reduction of the nuclear cross section when we compare 
our calculations with the STAR data.

To check the accuracy of the Glauber model calculations in 
Eq. (6) in combination with the DL94 pion–nucleon cross section, 
we calculated the hadron–nucleus total and inelastic cross sections 
for the neutron and pion projectiles in the Glauber approach:

# tot
h A = 2

!
d2"b

"
1 # e# #hN

2 T A(b)
#

,

# in
h A =

!
d2"b

"
1 # e##hN T A(b)

#
. (8)

The neutron–nucleon cross section #nN is estimated using the ad-
ditive quark model counting rule relation [3] #nN = 3/2#$ N , where 
the pion–nucleon cross section is given by Eq. (7). The results of 
our calculations are compared to the data [24,45–47] in Fig. 2. One 
can see from the figure that the calculations agree very well with 
the measurements. This means that the reasons of the disagree-
ment of similar calculations of the ! A ! " A cross section with 
the STAR and ALICE data are in specifics of the light vector meson 
photoproduction process.

This conclusion is confirmed by our observation that the latest 
2006 H1 data on the ! p ! "p cross section [19] (we extrapolated 
the H1 cross sections given at #t = 0.01 GeV2 to #t = 0 assuming 
the eBt dependence with the value of the slope B reported by H1) 
disagrees with the normalization of the forward cross section cal-
culated using the DL94 model by the factor of 0.84. This is seen in 
Fig. 3, where the forward ! p ! "p cross section evaluated using 
Eqs. (5) and (7) (the green dot-dashed curve labeled “VMD-DL94”) 
is compared to the whole bulk of the data. Also, for comparison, 
we show the parametrization of the forward ! p ! "p cross sec-
tion from the Starlight Monte Carlo generator [48], which is widely 

Fig. 2. Upper and middle: Comparison of the total and inelastic neutron–nucleus 
cross sections calculated in the Glauber model with the available data. Bottom: The 
total pion–nucleus cross section as a function of $s$ N : the Glauber model calcula-
tions with the DL94 model for #$ N are compared to the available data.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the experimentally measured forward cross section of coher-
ent " photoproduction on the proton [19,38–43] with the VDM-DL94 model and 
the Starlight parametrization. The red solid line shows the modified VMD (mVMD) 
parametrization (see text for details). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

→  from  

                → from measured 𝛾 
diffract. dissociation into 
large masses, Chapin 1985

• Shape like for pion + small-σ enhancement 
to take into account smaller size of ρ in 
𝛾p→ρp than in σ𝜋N  →
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used for predictions and modeling of vector meson photoproduc-
tion on nuclear targets. In order to agree with the 2006 H1 data, 
the results of the VMD-DL94 and the Starlight parametrization 
should be decreased by the factor of approximately 0.7, which is 
much larger than what could be allowed by a variation of f! . From 
the analysis presented above we can conclude the following: the 
assumption of the ! meson dominance in the photon wave func-
tion has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data 
including the results of 2006 H1 measurements.

To this end, one can write the ! meson photoproduction ampli-
tude as the dispersion integral over the masses of the intermediate 
states generated in the " ! V transitions, which will involve the 
on-mass-shell f V , the !N cross section and the V N ! !N am-
plitude (here V denotes !-meson-like fluctuations of the photon 
with the invariant mass M , see our discussion in the Introduction). 
It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution 
of the higher states can only weakly change f! , but it can no-
ticeably reduce the cross section of the ! meson production due 
non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of 
the photon and the ! meson in the GVMD approach [9,10,49]. On 
the other hand, within the VMD approach this can be modeled by 
defining the effective !-nucleon cross section #̂!N :

#̂!N(W" p) = f!
e

!

16$
d# exp

" p!!p(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

We refer to this model as the modified vector meson dominance 
(mVMD) model; its prediction is shown by the solid red curve in 
Fig. 3. Note that a similar effect is also present in the CDM.

The Gribov–Glauber model takes into account both elastic and 
inelastic diffraction; the latter leads to the additional—as compared 
to the Glauber model—inelastic nuclear shadowing contribution 
(the Gribov shadowing correction) [20]. The standard method to 
include this effect is given by the formalism of cross section fluc-
tuations, which conveniently and successfully describes diffractive 
dissociation of protons, neutrons and pions on hydrogen and nu-
clei and inelastic nuclear shadowing in hadron–nucleus total cross 
sections [50].

Applying this formalism to the ! meson–nucleus scattering, we 
obtain:

# mVMD-GGM
" A!! A =

"
e
f!

#2 $
d2"b

%%%%

$
d# P (# )

&
1 # e# #

2 T A(b)
'%%%%

2

,

(10)

which generalizes Eq. (6).
The interpretation of Eq. (10) is the following: the photon fluc-

tuates into the ! meson, which interacts with the target as a 
coherent superposition of eigenstates of the scattering operator, 
whose eigenvalues are the scattering cross sections # ; the weight 
of a given fluctuation is given by the distribution P (# ). Each 
state interacts with nucleons of the target nucleus according to 
the Gribov–Glauber model. The result is summed over all possible 
fluctuations, which corresponds to averaging with the distribution 
P (# ) at the amplitude level.

Based on the similarity between the pion and ! meson wave 
functions suggested by the additive quark model and our discus-
sion above, it is natural to assume that P (# ) for the !N interaction 
should be similar to the pion P$ (# ), which we additionally mul-
tiply by the factor of 1/(1 + (# /#0)

2) to take into account the 
enhanced contribution of small # in the !N interaction (we ex-
plained above that the contribution of small-# fluctuations to the 
" N ! !N amplitude is expected to be enhanced compared to the 
$ N ! $ N one):

P (# ) = C
1

1 + (# /#0)2 e#(# /#0#1)2/%2
. (11)

The parameterization of Eq. (11) satisfies the basic QCD constraint 
of P (# = 0) $= 0 and also P (# ! %) ! 0. The free parameters C , 
#0 and % are found from the following constraints:

$
d# P (# ) = 1 ,

$
d# P (# )# = &# ' ,

$
d# P (# )# 2 = &# '2(1 + &# ) , (12)

where &# ' = #̂!N in the mVMD model, see Eq. (9).
The quantity &# parametrizes the dispersion of P (# ) around its 

mean value &# ', i.e., it characterizes the strength of cross section 
fluctuations. It can be determined using experimental information 
on the photon diffraction dissociation, in particular, the factor-
ization of the photon and the pion diffraction dissociation cross 
sections scaled by the respective total cross sections. In detail, the 
measurement [51] of inclusive diffraction dissociation of photons 
on hydrogen, " p ! Xp, in the range of 75 < E" < 148 GeV and 
M2

X/s < 0.1 (M X denotes the produced diffractive mass) and the 
control measurement of inclusive diffraction dissociation of pions 
in the $ p ! Xp reaction at E$ = 100 GeV showed that the re-
spective M2

X distributions scaled by the total cross sections are 
very similar in the photon and pion cases. For the cross sections 
integrated over M2

X , this observation means that:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#" p
( d#$ p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#$ p
= &$

#

16$
#$ N , (13)

where in the last equation we expressed the cross section of pion 
diffraction dissociation in terms of &$

# characterizing the P$ (# )
distribution and the total pion–nucleon cross section #$ N .

On the other hand, using the formalism of cross section fluctu-
ations for the !-nucleon scattering and the mVMD model for the 
" –! transition, we obtain for the cross section of photon diffrac-
tion dissociation [compare to Eq. (5)]:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
= 1

16$

"
e
f!

#2 ($
d# P (# )# 2 # (#̂!N )2

)

= &#

16$

"
e
f!

#2

(#̂!N)2 , (14)

where the diffraction dissociation final state X by construction 
does not contain ! . The inelastic final state X is selected exper-
imentally by analyzing the differential cross section as a function 
of the produced diffractive mass M X and corresponds to the val-
ues of M X beyond the ! peak, M2

X > 1.5–2 GeV2 [51]. Substituting 
Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) we obtain the desired constraint on &# :

&# =
f 2
!

e2

#$ N#" p

#̂ 2
!N

&$
# , (15)

where the total photon–proton cross section #" p is taken from the 
fit to data [4].

For the pion projectile, we use the constituent quark counting 
rule for the ratio of the nucleon–nucleon and the pion–nucleon 
total cross sections and obtain:

&$
# (s) = 3

2
&N

# (s) . (16)

Here we effectively use validity of the limiting fragmentation 
which is well established experimentally.

The pattern of cross section fluctuations for the nucleon projec-
tile has the following dependence of the invariant collision energy 

d�(�p ! ⇢p)/dt
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Fig. 4. The !" A!# A cross section as a function of W" p . The theoretical predictions 
using the mVMD model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with cross section fluctuations for the " A ! # A amplitude are compared to 
the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical 
uncertainty associated with the parameter $ characterizing the strength of cross 
section fluctuations (see text for details).

"
s: the cross section fluctuations reach a broad maximum for 

24 <
"

s < 200 GeV, are most likely small for 
"

s < 24 GeV and 
gradually decrease for 

"
s > 200 GeV toward the Tevatron and LHC 

energies. Therefore, we use the following parametrization for the 
parameter %N

! describing the dispersion of the fluctuations:

%N
! (s) =

!
""#

""$

$
"

s/24 ,
"

s < 24GeV ,

$ , 24 <
"

s < 200 GeV ,

$ # 0.15 ln(
"

s/200) + 0.03(ln(
"

s/200))2 ,"
s > 200 GeV ,

(17)

where the parameter $ $ 0.25–0.35 was determined from the 
analysis of pp and p̄p data [28].

It is known [22] from studies of corrections to the Glauber 
model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that suppression due 
to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of 
short-range correlations (SRC) in the wave function of the target 
nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replace-
ment [52]:

T A(b) ! T A(b) + &c
!#N

2

%
dz#2

A(b, z) , (18)

where &c = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the " A ! # A cross section as a function 

of W" p are presented in Fig. 4. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD 
model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). 
The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our calculations due to 
the variation of the fluctuation strength %! by changing $ in the 
range 0.25 % $ % 0.35. Our predictions are compared to the STAR 
(circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the fig-
ure that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables 
us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on coherent #
photoproduction on nuclei at large W" p and the theoretical de-
scription of this process in the framework of the VMD-GM with 
the DL94 parametrization of the #N cross section.

4. Discussion

The effect of the inelastic shadowing correction, which we 
demonstrate in these calculations, can be checked in the UPC mea-
surements at the LHC. The inelastic nuclear shadowing changes the 
rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in ion UPCs. 
Fig. 5 presents the results of our calculation of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy, 

Fig. 5. The rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs at "
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Theoretical predictions of the mVDM-GGM (red solid curves with 

the shaded area showing the uncertainty due to the variation of the fluctuation 
strength), the mVMD-GM (blue dashed curve) and the VMD-GM (green dot-dashed 
curve) are compared to the ALICE data (see text for details).

see Eq. (1), as a function of the # meson rapidity y in Pb–Pb UPCs 
at the LHC at "sNN = 2.76 TeV. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves corresponds to the combination of the mVMD model 
and the Gribov–Glauber model for nuclear shadowing with cross 
section fluctuations (the shaded area shows the uncertainty of the 
calculations related to the variation of the fluctuation strength due 
to the change of $ in the range 0.25 % $ % 0.35); the blue dashed 
curve is the result of the calculation in mVMD-GM, i.e. without 
cross section fluctuations; the green dot-dashed curve is the result 
of the VMD-DL94 model combined with the Glauber model. The 
shape of the rapidity distribution predicted by the mVMD-GGM 
calculations is due to specifics of symmetric UPCs and the inter-
play between the energy dependence of the inelastic shadowing 
correction and the photon flux.

The predicted shape of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy is different from the 
almost flat d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy distribution obtained in the VDM-GM 
and Starlight approaches and is also in stark contrast with the 
calculations [53,54] in the color dipole model approach predict-
ing a bell-like shape for d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy with the maximum at 
y = 0 and small values of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy at y $ #4.5 corre-
sponding to W" p $ 5–10 GeV, i.e., to the energy range of the 
STAR measurements. From Fig. 4 it is seen that the experimen-
tal photoproduction cross section is almost constant in the energy 
range spanning the STAR and ALICE energies, !" Pb!#Pb $ 2 mb. In 
UPCs at y = 0, the contributions from both colliding nuclei serv-
ing as a target are equal, while at |y| = 4.5 the contribution of 
the low energy photon dominates. The photon fluxes are calcu-
lated in all studies similarly and with good accuracy, N" /Pb(y =
0) = 108 and N" /Pb(y = #4.5) = 250. Then one easily obtains that 
!PbPb!PbPb#(|y| = 4.5) $ 500 mb > !PbPb!PbPb#(y = 0) $ 430 mb. 
These estimates confirm that the two-bumped shape of the rapid-
ity distribution seems to be reasonable.

The good agreement with the ALICE result allows us to predict 
the value of the cross section of coherent # photoproduction in 
Pb–Pb UPCs at "sNN = 5.02 TeV in Run 2 at the LHC:

d! (y = 0)

dy
= 560 ± 25 mb . (19)

Examining the calculations of elastic photoproduction of #
mesons on nuclei in the dipole model framework [53,54], one 
notes that some of them describe the STAR and ALICE data while 
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used for predictions and modeling of vector meson photoproduc-
tion on nuclear targets. In order to agree with the 2006 H1 data, 
the results of the VMD-DL94 and the Starlight parametrization 
should be decreased by the factor of approximately 0.7, which is 
much larger than what could be allowed by a variation of f! . From 
the analysis presented above we can conclude the following: the 
assumption of the ! meson dominance in the photon wave func-
tion has to be modified in order to agree to the whole set of data 
including the results of 2006 H1 measurements.

To this end, one can write the ! meson photoproduction ampli-
tude as the dispersion integral over the masses of the intermediate 
states generated in the " ! V transitions, which will involve the 
on-mass-shell f V , the !N cross section and the V N ! !N am-
plitude (here V denotes !-meson-like fluctuations of the photon 
with the invariant mass M , see our discussion in the Introduction). 
It is possible to demonstrate that inclusion of the contribution 
of the higher states can only weakly change f! , but it can no-
ticeably reduce the cross section of the ! meson production due 
non-diagonal transitions among different hadronic components of 
the photon and the ! meson in the GVMD approach [9,10,49]. On 
the other hand, within the VMD approach this can be modeled by 
defining the effective !-nucleon cross section #̂!N :

#̂!N(W" p) = f!
e

!

16$
d# exp

" p!!p(t = 0)

dt
. (9)

We refer to this model as the modified vector meson dominance 
(mVMD) model; its prediction is shown by the solid red curve in 
Fig. 3. Note that a similar effect is also present in the CDM.

The Gribov–Glauber model takes into account both elastic and 
inelastic diffraction; the latter leads to the additional—as compared 
to the Glauber model—inelastic nuclear shadowing contribution 
(the Gribov shadowing correction) [20]. The standard method to 
include this effect is given by the formalism of cross section fluc-
tuations, which conveniently and successfully describes diffractive 
dissociation of protons, neutrons and pions on hydrogen and nu-
clei and inelastic nuclear shadowing in hadron–nucleus total cross 
sections [50].

Applying this formalism to the ! meson–nucleus scattering, we 
obtain:

# mVMD-GGM
" A!! A =

"
e
f!

#2 $
d2"b

%%%%

$
d# P (# )

&
1 # e# #

2 T A(b)
'%%%%

2

,

(10)

which generalizes Eq. (6).
The interpretation of Eq. (10) is the following: the photon fluc-

tuates into the ! meson, which interacts with the target as a 
coherent superposition of eigenstates of the scattering operator, 
whose eigenvalues are the scattering cross sections # ; the weight 
of a given fluctuation is given by the distribution P (# ). Each 
state interacts with nucleons of the target nucleus according to 
the Gribov–Glauber model. The result is summed over all possible 
fluctuations, which corresponds to averaging with the distribution 
P (# ) at the amplitude level.

Based on the similarity between the pion and ! meson wave 
functions suggested by the additive quark model and our discus-
sion above, it is natural to assume that P (# ) for the !N interaction 
should be similar to the pion P$ (# ), which we additionally mul-
tiply by the factor of 1/(1 + (# /#0)

2) to take into account the 
enhanced contribution of small # in the !N interaction (we ex-
plained above that the contribution of small-# fluctuations to the 
" N ! !N amplitude is expected to be enhanced compared to the 
$ N ! $ N one):

P (# ) = C
1

1 + (# /#0)2 e#(# /#0#1)2/%2
. (11)

The parameterization of Eq. (11) satisfies the basic QCD constraint 
of P (# = 0) $= 0 and also P (# ! %) ! 0. The free parameters C , 
#0 and % are found from the following constraints:

$
d# P (# ) = 1 ,

$
d# P (# )# = &# ' ,

$
d# P (# )# 2 = &# '2(1 + &# ) , (12)

where &# ' = #̂!N in the mVMD model, see Eq. (9).
The quantity &# parametrizes the dispersion of P (# ) around its 

mean value &# ', i.e., it characterizes the strength of cross section 
fluctuations. It can be determined using experimental information 
on the photon diffraction dissociation, in particular, the factor-
ization of the photon and the pion diffraction dissociation cross 
sections scaled by the respective total cross sections. In detail, the 
measurement [51] of inclusive diffraction dissociation of photons 
on hydrogen, " p ! Xp, in the range of 75 < E" < 148 GeV and 
M2

X/s < 0.1 (M X denotes the produced diffractive mass) and the 
control measurement of inclusive diffraction dissociation of pions 
in the $ p ! Xp reaction at E$ = 100 GeV showed that the re-
spective M2

X distributions scaled by the total cross sections are 
very similar in the photon and pion cases. For the cross sections 
integrated over M2

X , this observation means that:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#" p
( d#$ p!Xp(t = 0)/dt

#$ p
= &$

#

16$
#$ N , (13)

where in the last equation we expressed the cross section of pion 
diffraction dissociation in terms of &$

# characterizing the P$ (# )
distribution and the total pion–nucleon cross section #$ N .

On the other hand, using the formalism of cross section fluctu-
ations for the !-nucleon scattering and the mVMD model for the 
" –! transition, we obtain for the cross section of photon diffrac-
tion dissociation [compare to Eq. (5)]:

d#" p!Xp(t = 0)

dt
= 1

16$

"
e
f!

#2 ($
d# P (# )# 2 # (#̂!N )2

)

= &#

16$

"
e
f!

#2

(#̂!N)2 , (14)

where the diffraction dissociation final state X by construction 
does not contain ! . The inelastic final state X is selected exper-
imentally by analyzing the differential cross section as a function 
of the produced diffractive mass M X and corresponds to the val-
ues of M X beyond the ! peak, M2

X > 1.5–2 GeV2 [51]. Substituting 
Eq. (14) in Eq. (13) we obtain the desired constraint on &# :

&# =
f 2
!

e2

#$ N#" p

#̂ 2
!N

&$
# , (15)

where the total photon–proton cross section #" p is taken from the 
fit to data [4].

For the pion projectile, we use the constituent quark counting 
rule for the ratio of the nucleon–nucleon and the pion–nucleon 
total cross sections and obtain:

&$
# (s) = 3

2
&N

# (s) . (16)

Here we effectively use validity of the limiting fragmentation 
which is well established experimentally.

The pattern of cross section fluctuations for the nucleon projec-
tile has the following dependence of the invariant collision energy 

• Two additional effects compared to standard methods: correct description of 
the 𝛾p→ρp cross section and inclusion of inelastic Gribov shadowing in σ𝛾A→ρA 

•  → good description of normalization and W-dependence of σ𝛾A→ρA

Frankfurt, Guzey, Strikman, 
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Fig. 4. The !" A!# A cross section as a function of W" p . The theoretical predictions 
using the mVMD model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with cross section fluctuations for the " A ! # A amplitude are compared to 
the STAR (circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. The shaded area reflects the theoretical 
uncertainty associated with the parameter $ characterizing the strength of cross 
section fluctuations (see text for details).

"
s: the cross section fluctuations reach a broad maximum for 

24 <
"

s < 200 GeV, are most likely small for 
"

s < 24 GeV and 
gradually decrease for 

"
s > 200 GeV toward the Tevatron and LHC 

energies. Therefore, we use the following parametrization for the 
parameter %N

! describing the dispersion of the fluctuations:

%N
! (s) =

!
""#

""$

$
"

s/24 ,
"

s < 24GeV ,

$ , 24 <
"

s < 200 GeV ,

$ # 0.15 ln(
"

s/200) + 0.03(ln(
"

s/200))2 ,"
s > 200 GeV ,

(17)

where the parameter $ $ 0.25–0.35 was determined from the 
analysis of pp and p̄p data [28].

It is known [22] from studies of corrections to the Glauber 
model for total proton–nucleus cross sections that suppression due 
to the inelastic shadowing is almost compensated by the effect of 
short-range correlations (SRC) in the wave function of the target 
nucleus. We included the effect of SRC by the following replace-
ment [52]:

T A(b) ! T A(b) + &c
!#N

2

%
dz#2

A(b, z) , (18)

where &c = 0.74 fm is the correlation length.
Our predictions for the " A ! # A cross section as a function 

of W" p are presented in Fig. 4. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves presents the results of the calculation using the mVMD 
model for the " p ! #p cross section and the Gribov–Glauber 
model with the effect of cross section fluctuations, see Eq. (10). 
The shaded area shows the uncertainty of our calculations due to 
the variation of the fluctuation strength %! by changing $ in the 
range 0.25 % $ % 0.35. Our predictions are compared to the STAR 
(circle) and ALICE (triangle) data. One can clearly see from the fig-
ure that the inclusion of the inelastic nuclear shadowing enables 
us to explain the discrepancy between the UPC data on coherent #
photoproduction on nuclei at large W" p and the theoretical de-
scription of this process in the framework of the VMD-GM with 
the DL94 parametrization of the #N cross section.

4. Discussion

The effect of the inelastic shadowing correction, which we 
demonstrate in these calculations, can be checked in the UPC mea-
surements at the LHC. The inelastic nuclear shadowing changes the 
rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in ion UPCs. 
Fig. 5 presents the results of our calculation of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy, 

Fig. 5. The rapidity distribution of coherent # photoproduction in Pb–Pb UPCs at "
sNN = 2.76 TeV. Theoretical predictions of the mVDM-GGM (red solid curves with 

the shaded area showing the uncertainty due to the variation of the fluctuation 
strength), the mVMD-GM (blue dashed curve) and the VMD-GM (green dot-dashed 
curve) are compared to the ALICE data (see text for details).

see Eq. (1), as a function of the # meson rapidity y in Pb–Pb UPCs 
at the LHC at "sNN = 2.76 TeV. The shaded area spanned by two 
red curves corresponds to the combination of the mVMD model 
and the Gribov–Glauber model for nuclear shadowing with cross 
section fluctuations (the shaded area shows the uncertainty of the 
calculations related to the variation of the fluctuation strength due 
to the change of $ in the range 0.25 % $ % 0.35); the blue dashed 
curve is the result of the calculation in mVMD-GM, i.e. without 
cross section fluctuations; the green dot-dashed curve is the result 
of the VMD-DL94 model combined with the Glauber model. The 
shape of the rapidity distribution predicted by the mVMD-GGM 
calculations is due to specifics of symmetric UPCs and the inter-
play between the energy dependence of the inelastic shadowing 
correction and the photon flux.

The predicted shape of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy is different from the 
almost flat d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy distribution obtained in the VDM-GM 
and Starlight approaches and is also in stark contrast with the 
calculations [53,54] in the color dipole model approach predict-
ing a bell-like shape for d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy with the maximum at 
y = 0 and small values of d!PbPb!#PbPb/dy at y $ #4.5 corre-
sponding to W" p $ 5–10 GeV, i.e., to the energy range of the 
STAR measurements. From Fig. 4 it is seen that the experimen-
tal photoproduction cross section is almost constant in the energy 
range spanning the STAR and ALICE energies, !" Pb!#Pb $ 2 mb. In 
UPCs at y = 0, the contributions from both colliding nuclei serv-
ing as a target are equal, while at |y| = 4.5 the contribution of 
the low energy photon dominates. The photon fluxes are calcu-
lated in all studies similarly and with good accuracy, N" /Pb(y =
0) = 108 and N" /Pb(y = #4.5) = 250. Then one easily obtains that 
!PbPb!PbPb#(|y| = 4.5) $ 500 mb > !PbPb!PbPb#(y = 0) $ 430 mb. 
These estimates confirm that the two-bumped shape of the rapid-
ity distribution seems to be reasonable.

The good agreement with the ALICE result allows us to predict 
the value of the cross section of coherent # photoproduction in 
Pb–Pb UPCs at "sNN = 5.02 TeV in Run 2 at the LHC:

d! (y = 0)

dy
= 560 ± 25 mb . (19)

Examining the calculations of elastic photoproduction of #
mesons on nuclei in the dipole model framework [53,54], one 
notes that some of them describe the STAR and ALICE data while 

• This translates into good description of RHIC and LHC (Run 1 and 2) data on 
cross section of coherent photoproduction of ρ mesons dσ(AA→ρAA)/dy at y=0 

• Left panel: Rapidity y dependence within Glauber (GM) and Gribov-Glauber 
(GGM) approaches to shadowing 

• Right panel: Invariant energy WNN=√sNN dependence
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FIG. 6. The coherent UPC cross sections as a function of WNN =!
sNN at y = 0 in the Gribov-Glauber (red solid curve with a shaded

band) and STARlight (black dot-dashed curve) models. The scaled
STAR measurement at

!
sNN = 200 GeV [43] and the ALICE mea-

surements at
!

sNN = 2.76 TeV [17] and
!

sNN = 5.02 TeV [18]
are shown by the filled circle and the squares with error bars,
respectively.

factor of two of the cross section of coherent ! photopro-
duction on nuclei in the STARlight model compared to the
standard optical-limit Glauber model (see Table I). Note that
the STARlight framework has an option for the calculation
of the "

STARlight
# A"!A cross section with the total !-nucleus cross

section calculated in the Glauber model. It leads to a very
large value of the coherent cross section at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV,

d"
STARlight
AA"!AA /dy(y = 0) # 1100 mb.
Predictions of the Gribov-Glauber and STARlight models

for the coherent d"AA"!AA/dy UPC cross section as a function
of WNN = !

sNN at y = 0 are shown in Fig. 6. Also, the scaled

results of the STAR measurement of coherent ! photoproduc-
tion in Au-Au UPCs at

!
sNN = 200 GeV [43] and ALICE

measurements of coherent ! photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs
at

!
sNN = 2.76 TeV [17] and

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV [18] are

shown by the filled circle and the squares with error bars,
respectively. One can see that the predictions of our approach
are in excellent agreement with the ALICE data. Note that
the STAR data point for Au was scaled to Pb by the ratio of
the theoretical cross sections. The Glauber model prediction
(not shown) significantly exceeds that of the Gribov-Glauber
approach and, hence, fails to describe the Run 1 and 2 ALICE
data points (see Ref. [8] and Table I of the present work).

Table I summarizes the results for the incoherent
d"AA"!AA$/dy and coherent d"AA"!AA/dy cross sections of
! photoproduction in Pb-Pb UPCs at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV and

y = 0 in the framework presented in this paper (GM and
GGM) and the STARlight model. It clearly demonstrates large
differences between predictions of the Gribov-Glauber model
superseding the Glauber model and those of STARlight,
which are especially dramatic for the incoherent cross section.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, using the Gribov-Glauber model for photon-
nucleus scattering and a generalization of the VMD model for
the hadronic structure of the photon, we consider incoherent
photoproduction of ! mesons on heavy nuclei and make pre-
dictions for the incoherent PbPb " !PbA$ UPC cross section
in the LHC kinematics. We present our results as a function
of the rapidity y at

!
sNN = 5.02 TeV and the invariant

collision energy
!

sNN at y = 0. We also give predictions for
the incoherent photoproduction cross section # Pb " !A$ as
a function of the invariant photon-nucleon energy W# p. We
demonstrate that the effect of the inelastic nuclear shadowing
in the incoherent cross sections is significant and leads to an
additional 25% suppression of the cross section. Comparing
our predictions to those of the STARlight Monte Carlo frame-
work, we find very significant differences.
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Incoherent photoproduction of ρ on nuclei  
• The discussed framework can be generalized to incoherent ρ meson 
photoproduction on nuclei using completeness of intermediate nuclear states:
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that the nuclear density !A(b, z) is a much slower function133

of the transverse coordinate b than "N , which allowed us134

to express the answer in a compact form in terms of TA(b).135

Therefore, the final expression for the # A ! !A" quasielastic136

incoherent cross section reads137

$ Glauber
# A!!A" =

!
e
f!

"2 $ 2
!N

16%B

#
d2#b TA(b)e$$ in

!N TA(b)

= $# p!!p

#
d2#b TA(b)e$$ in

!N TA(b), (8)

where $ in
!N = $!N $ $ el

!N is the inelastic ! meson-nucleon138

cross section; $# p!!p = (e/ f! )2$ el
!N is the elastic photopro-139

duction cross section on the nucleon in the VMD model.140

Equation (8) has a clear physical meaning and interpretation:141

photoproduction of ! mesons takes place on any of A nucleons142

of the target, whose distribution in the transverse plane is143

given by TA(b), and the produced ! meson can further interact144

with the rest of target nucleons. While elastic interactions are145

allowed, the inelastic re-scattering would destroy the final-146

state ! meson and, hence, should be rejected; the probability147

not to have inelastic scattering is given by exp[$$ in
!N TA(b)].148

Equation (8) was derived assuming independent nucleons149

in the ground-state nuclear wave function. One can readily go150

beyond this approximation and take into account the effect151

of short-range nucleon-nucleon corrections (SRCs) in the nu-152

clear wave function [25–27]. While the SRCs can noticeably153

modify the t dependence of the incoherent cross section, the154

t-integrated cross section is influenced weakly. Hence, this155

effect can be safely neglected in our analysis.156

Equation (8) implies that nuclear shadowing arises from157

rescattering of a single state with the cross section $!N , i.e.,158

that the effect of diffractively produced states leading to the in-159

elastic (Gribov) correction is neglected. A convenient way to160

take into account the inelastic shadowing correction is offered161

by the formalism of cross-section fluctuations capturing the162

composite hadronic structure of the photon; see, e.g., [8,9,20].163

In this approach [28–31], the key quantity is the distribution164

P($ ) giving the probability for the hadronic component of165

the photon to interact with the nucleon with the cross section166

$ . Following the analysis of Refs. [8,9], we parametrize this167

distribution in the following form:

1

168

P($ ) = C
1 + ($/$0)2

e$[($/$0 )2$1]2/&2
. (9)

The free parameters C, $0, and & are found from the con- 169

straints on the first three moments of the distribution P($ ): 170

# %

0
d$P($ ) = 1,

# %

0
d$P($ )$ = $̂!N (W# p),

# %

0
d$P($ )$ 2 = [$̂!N (W# p)]2$1 + '$ (W# p)

%
. (10)

The first equation is the probability conservation. The second 171

equation constrains the average value of P($ ) and implies 172

that the hadronic fluctuations of the photon should lead to 173

the effective !-nucleon cross section $̂!N . As discussed in 174

Ref. [8], the $̂!N effective cross section determined from the fit 175

to the available data on the forward d$# p!!p(t = 0)/dt cross 176

section using the VMD relation, 177

$̂!N (W# p) =
&

f 2
!

4%(em
16%d$# p!!p(W# p, t = 0)/dt

'1/2

,

(11)
turns out to be somewhat smaller than an estimate based on the 178

constituent quark model because of an enhanced contribution 179

of small-$ fluctuations. It is reflected in the form of P($ ) in 180

Eq. (9) and generally leads to a violation of the naive VMD 181

model. The third equation of Eq. (10) constrains the dispersion 182

of P($ ), which is parametrized by '$ . In our analysis, follow- 183

ing Ref. [8], we relate it to the corresponding parameter for the 184

pion and use '$ = 0.3 ± 0.05. This uncertainty in '$ leads to 185

the uncertainty of our predictions of the nuclear cross sections, 186

which we show by red shaded bands in Figs. 4 and 6 below. 187

In incoherent ! photoproduction on nuclei, hadronic fluc- 188

tuations of the photon act at the level of the # A ! !A"
189

amplitude. The corresponding quasielastic incoherent cross 190

section can be readily obtained by generalizing the derivation 191

of Eq. (8) [the superscript “GG” stands for Gribov Glauber], 192

$ GG
# A!!A" =

!
e
f!

"2 #
d2#b

#
d$P($ )

#
d$ "P($ ")

$$ "

16%B
TA(b) exp

(
$$ + $ "

2
TA(b) + $$ "

16%B
TA(b)

)

=
!

e
f!

"2 #
d2#b TA(b)

!#
d$P($ )

$&
16%B

exp
(
$$ in

2
TA(b)

)"2

. (12)

To present the answer in a compact form, in the expo-193

nential factor in the first line we used that $$ "/(16%B) =194

[$ 2/(16%B) + $ "2/(16%B)]/2 $ ($ $ $ ")2/(32%B) and ne-195

glected the contribution of the second term, whose contribu-196

tion is small because both $ and $ " are distributed (fluctuate)197

around the same average cross section. Neglecting hadronic198

fluctuations of the photon, i.e., replacing P($ ) by the ) func-199

tion in Eq. (12), one obtains the Glauber model expression of200

Eq. (8).201

For comparison and completeness, we also give the 202

cross section of coherent ! photoproduction in the same 203

approach [8], 204

$ GG
# A!!A =

!
e
f!

"2 #
d2#b

****

#
d$P($ )(1 $ e$ $

2 TA(#b) )
****
2

. (13)

In the absence of the fluctuations, i.e., using P($ ) = )($ $ 205

$!N ) in Eq. (13), one obtains the standard expression for the 206

005200-3

• In the absence of cross section fluctuations P(σ)=δ(σ-σρN) → reproduced 
standard Glauber model formula:

• Like in the coherent case, cross section fluctuations increase nuclear 
shadowing → decrease nuclear cross section. 
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in Pb-Pb UPCs at LHC at 5.02 TeV    
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FIG. 3. The "# A!!A" (W# p) incoherent cross section as a func-
tion of W# p in the Gribov-Glauber model (red solid curve labeled
“GGM”), the Glauber model (blue dashed curve labeled “GM”), and
the impulse approximation (green dot-dashed curve).

Figure 3 shows the # A ! !A" incoherent cross section273

as a function of the photon-nucleon energy W# p. The three274

curves correspond to the results of the calculations using the275

Gribov-Glauber model of Eq. (12) (the red solid curve labeled276

“GGM”), the Glauber model of Eq. (8) (the blue dashed curve277

labeled “GM”), and the impulse approximation (the green278

dot-dashed curve), where one neglects the effect of nuclear279

attenuation, " IA
# A!!A" = A"# p!!p. One can see from the figure280

that the effect of nuclear shadowing is very large and leads to281

the suppression of the incoherent cross section compared to282

the impulse approximation by the factor of 10. Also, one can283

see that the inelastic nuclear shadowing additionally reduces284

the incoherent cross section by about 25% in a broad range285

of W# p. Note that in our calculations in the Gribov-Glauber286

model, in the interval 20 ! W# p ! 200 GeV we used the nom-287

inal central value for the parameter quantifying the photon288

hadronic fluctuations, $" = 0.3.289

For W# p > 200 GeV, based on data on inelastic diffraction290

in antiproton-proton and proton-proton scattering at Tevatron291

and LHC energies, it is expected that $" decreases with an292

increase of energy and eventually vanishes at asymptotically293

high energies because of an onset of the so-called black disk294

limit [8]. This results in a gradual decrease of inelastic nuclear295

shadowing for very large W# p leading to convergence of the296

red solid and blue dashed curves. The uncertainty in $" leads297

to a small, of the order of 5%, uncertainty in the predicted298

incoherent cross section, which is significantly smaller than299

the difference among the three curves shown in this figure.300

Figure 4 shows the incoherent UPC cross section (1) as a301

function of the ! meson rapidity y at
#

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The302

red solid curve corresponds to "# A!!A" in the Gribov-Glauber303

model; the blue dashed curve is the result of the Glauber304

model, c.f. Fig. 3 and its discussion. The shaded band shows305

the theoretical uncertainty of our predictions because of the306

uncertainty in the value of $" , which we take to be $" =307

0.3 ± 0.05 [8]. The black dot-dashed curve is the result of the308
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FIG. 4. The incoherent UPC cross section d"AA!!AA"/dy as a
function of the ! meson rapidity y at

#
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Shown are

predictions of the Gribov-Glauber (red solid curve with a shaded
band), Glauber (blue dashed), and STARlight (black dot-dashed
curve) models.

STARlight model [14]. One can see that over essentially the 309

entire range of y, the predictions of the Gribov-Glauber model 310

lie dramatically lower than those of the STARlight model. 311

In the STARlight framework, it is assumed that the cross 312

section of incoherent photoproduction of vector mesons on 313

nuclear targets is proportional to the ratio of the inelastic 314

!A and !N cross sections and is given by the following 315

expression: 316

"
STARlight
# A!!A" = "# p!!p

" in
!N

" in
!A =

!
e
f!

"2 " el
!N

" in
!N

" in
!A, (16)

where " in
!A is calculated in the Glauber model, 317

" in
!A =

#
d2$b(1 % e%"!N TA(b) ). (17)

Equation (16) does not correspond to the Glauber expression 318

for the quasielastic incoherent # A ! !A" cross section. As 319

follows from unitary of the Glauber theory, the inelastic !A 320

cross section can be presented by a sum of partial cross 321

sections of the inelastic interactions of the produced ! meson 322

with Neff nucleons (1 ! Neff ! A) [41], which lead to the 323

final state with a much higher multiplicity than that in the 324

incoherent cross section studied in UPCs. As a result, the 325

STARlight predictions for the cross section of incoherent 326

photoproduction of ! mesons in Pb-Pb UPCs at
#

sNN = 327

5.02 TeV significantly overestimate those obtained in our 328

GGM approach (see also Table I). 329

It is also illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the incoherent 330

d"AA!!AA"/dy UPC cross sections as a function of the center- 331

of-mass energy WNN = #
sNN at the central rapidity y = 0 and 332

compares the results of the Gribov-Glauber and STARlight 333

models. One can see from this figure that the STARlight 334

predictions are several-fold larger than those of the Gribov- 335

Glauber model. 336
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• Left: W dependence of σ(𝛾A→ρA’) using 3 different approaches to nuclear 
shadowing: no shadowing (IA), Glauber (GM) and Gribov-Glauber models (GGM) 

• Right panel: Rapidity y dependence of UPC cross section dσ(AA→ρAA’)/dy  

•  If no special data selection is made, these predictions can be increased by 50%  
by the contribution of nucleon dissociation 𝛾N → ρY (next slide)

Guzey, Kryshen, Zhalov, PRC 102 (2020) 1, 015208
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Comparison to STARlight MC  
• Our predictions significantly differ from those of STARlight Monte Carlo both 
in coherent and incoherent cases.  

• STARlight is the main MC generator used in data analysis of UPCs at RHIC 
and LHC, Klein at al, Comput. Phys. Commun. 212 (2017) 258 

• STARlight incoherent cross section:
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TABLE I. Predictions for the incoherent d!AA!"AA"/dy and co-
herent d!AA!"AA/dy cross sections (in mb) of " photoproduction
in Pb-Pb UPCs at

#
sNN = 5.02 TeV and y = 0 in the framework

presented in this paper (GM and GGM) and the STARlight model.

GM GGM STARlight

Incoherent, mb 58 44 192
Coherent, mb 840 570 440

The quasielastic incoherent cross sections of Eqs. (8)337

and (12) do not include the contribution of " photoproduc-338

tion with nucleon dissociation, # N ! "Y , where Y denotes339

the hadronic system with mass MY . If this contribution is340

not rejected experimentally, it will increase the incoherent341

cross section. The effect can be taken into account using342

the approach developed for incoherent J/$ photoproduction343

on nuclei [42]. Using this method, the cross section of in-344

coherent " photoproduction on nuclei, which includes both345

elastic and nucleon-dissociative photoproduction on target346

nucleons, can be presented in the following form [compare to347

Eq. (12)]:348

! GG
# A!"A"+Y =

!
1 + !# p!"Y

!# p!"p

"!
e
f"

"2 #
d2$b TA(b)

%
!#

d!P(! )
!#

16%B
exp

$
&! in

2
TA(b)

%"2

,

(18)

where !# p!"p and !# p!"Y are the t-integrated cross sec-349

tions of elastic and nucleon-dissociative " photoproduction on350

the proton, respectively. Using the ZEUS analysis of elastic351

and proton-dissociative "0 photoproduction at HERA [37]352

50
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d
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y
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b)
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WNN (GeV)
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STARlight incoherent

FIG. 5. The incoherent UPC cross sections as a function of
WNN = #

sNN at y = 0 in the Gribov-Glauber (red solid) and
STARlight (black dot-dashed) models. The red shaded band shows
the range of predictions for the cross section of incoherent " pho-
toproduction on nuclei, which includes both elastic and nucleon-
dissociative photoproduction on target nucleons [see Eq. (18)].

that found !# p!"p/!# p!"Y = 2.0 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 0.7(syst.) in 353

kinematic domain MY < 0.1W 2
# p and |t | < 0.5 GeV2, we es- 354

timate that the nucleon dissociation may increase the cross 355

section of one-step incoherent " photoproduction by as much 356

as 50%. The exact magnitude of this contribution depends 357

on such data selection criteria as the mass of the produced 358

state Y and the range of the momentum transfer t . To reflect 359

it, the possible range of our predictions for ! GG
# A!"A"+Y of 360

Eq. (18) is given by the red shaded band in Fig. 5. Note 361

that the uncertainty in the value of &! results in a small, 5% 362

uncertainty in the predicted incoherent cross section, which 363

can be neglected compared to the magnitude of the nucleon- 364

dissociation contribution. 365

Note that predictions of the Glauber model fall within the 366

range of the shaded band and, hence, are not shown; the 367

difference between the Gribov-Glauber and Glauber model 368

predictions can be readily read off Fig. 4. 369

Predictions for the cross section of incoherent " photo- 370

production in Pb-Pb UPCs in the LHC kinematics including 371

the effect of nucleon dissociation were also made in the 372

hot-spot model in Ref. [15]. While the relative magnitude 373

of the proton-dissociative contribution to the incoherent cross 374

section is similar to our result, the absolute value of the inco- 375

herent cross section is several times smaller than our estimate. 376

Thus, future measurements of incoherent " photoproduction 377

in heavy-ion UPCs at the LHC will help to discriminate 378

between the discussed approaches and constrain the dynamics 379

of nuclear shadowing in vector meson photoproduction on 380

nuclei. 381

It is also instructive to compare the incoherent and coherent 382

cases. The cross section of coherent " photoproduction on 383

nuclei in the STARlight model is given by the following 384

expression: 385

!
STARlight
# A!"A = d!# A!"A(t = 0)

dt

# '

|tmin|
dtF 2

A (t )

=
!

e
f"

"2 ! 2
"A

16%

# '

|tmin|
dtF 2

A (t ), (19)

where |tmin| = (M2
"mN/W# p)2. The factorized form of the 386

expression in Eq. (19) [compare to Eq. (13) in the Gribov- 387

Glauber model] assumes that the t dependence of the am- 388

plitude of coherent photoproduction on nuclei can be ap- 389

proximated by the undistorted nuclear form factor FA(t ). 390

This assumption disagrees with the Glauber model (see, 391

e.g., [6]) and does not only result in the t dependence of 392

the d!AA!"AA/(dy dt ) cross section, which is wider than that 393

predicted in the Gribov-Glauber approach [8] and seemed 394

to be observed in the data [17], but also increases the t 395

integrated cross section by a factor about 1.3–1.4. At the 396

same time, in the standard option of the STARlight model, 397

the !"A cross section in Eq. (19) is identified with the inelastic 398

! in
"A cross section (17) instead of the total one. It leads to a 399

strong energy-dependent violation of the optical theorem and 400

a suppression of the coherent cross section by approximately 401

a factor of three in the LHC kinematics (a factor of four in 402

the asymptotic black body limit). An interplay of these two 403

effects results in an overall suppression by approximately a 404
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FIG. 3. The "# A!!A" (W# p) incoherent cross section as a func-
tion of W# p in the Gribov-Glauber model (red solid curve labeled
“GGM”), the Glauber model (blue dashed curve labeled “GM”), and
the impulse approximation (green dot-dashed curve).

Figure 3 shows the # A ! !A" incoherent cross section273

as a function of the photon-nucleon energy W# p. The three274

curves correspond to the results of the calculations using the275

Gribov-Glauber model of Eq. (12) (the red solid curve labeled276

“GGM”), the Glauber model of Eq. (8) (the blue dashed curve277

labeled “GM”), and the impulse approximation (the green278

dot-dashed curve), where one neglects the effect of nuclear279

attenuation, " IA
# A!!A" = A"# p!!p. One can see from the figure280

that the effect of nuclear shadowing is very large and leads to281

the suppression of the incoherent cross section compared to282

the impulse approximation by the factor of 10. Also, one can283

see that the inelastic nuclear shadowing additionally reduces284

the incoherent cross section by about 25% in a broad range285

of W# p. Note that in our calculations in the Gribov-Glauber286

model, in the interval 20 ! W# p ! 200 GeV we used the nom-287

inal central value for the parameter quantifying the photon288

hadronic fluctuations, $" = 0.3.289

For W# p > 200 GeV, based on data on inelastic diffraction290

in antiproton-proton and proton-proton scattering at Tevatron291

and LHC energies, it is expected that $" decreases with an292

increase of energy and eventually vanishes at asymptotically293

high energies because of an onset of the so-called black disk294

limit [8]. This results in a gradual decrease of inelastic nuclear295

shadowing for very large W# p leading to convergence of the296

red solid and blue dashed curves. The uncertainty in $" leads297

to a small, of the order of 5%, uncertainty in the predicted298

incoherent cross section, which is significantly smaller than299

the difference among the three curves shown in this figure.300

Figure 4 shows the incoherent UPC cross section (1) as a301

function of the ! meson rapidity y at
#

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The302

red solid curve corresponds to "# A!!A" in the Gribov-Glauber303

model; the blue dashed curve is the result of the Glauber304

model, c.f. Fig. 3 and its discussion. The shaded band shows305

the theoretical uncertainty of our predictions because of the306

uncertainty in the value of $" , which we take to be $" =307

0.3 ± 0.05 [8]. The black dot-dashed curve is the result of the308
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FIG. 4. The incoherent UPC cross section d"AA!!AA"/dy as a
function of the ! meson rapidity y at

#
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Shown are

predictions of the Gribov-Glauber (red solid curve with a shaded
band), Glauber (blue dashed), and STARlight (black dot-dashed
curve) models.

STARlight model [14]. One can see that over essentially the 309

entire range of y, the predictions of the Gribov-Glauber model 310

lie dramatically lower than those of the STARlight model. 311

In the STARlight framework, it is assumed that the cross 312

section of incoherent photoproduction of vector mesons on 313

nuclear targets is proportional to the ratio of the inelastic 314

!A and !N cross sections and is given by the following 315

expression: 316

"
STARlight
# A!!A" = "# p!!p

" in
!N

" in
!A =

!
e
f!

"2 " el
!N

" in
!N

" in
!A, (16)

where " in
!A is calculated in the Glauber model, 317

" in
!A =

#
d2$b(1 % e%"!N TA(b) ). (17)

Equation (16) does not correspond to the Glauber expression 318

for the quasielastic incoherent # A ! !A" cross section. As 319

follows from unitary of the Glauber theory, the inelastic !A 320

cross section can be presented by a sum of partial cross 321

sections of the inelastic interactions of the produced ! meson 322

with Neff nucleons (1 ! Neff ! A) [41], which lead to the 323

final state with a much higher multiplicity than that in the 324

incoherent cross section studied in UPCs. As a result, the 325

STARlight predictions for the cross section of incoherent 326

photoproduction of ! mesons in Pb-Pb UPCs at
#

sNN = 327

5.02 TeV significantly overestimate those obtained in our 328

GGM approach (see also Table I). 329

It is also illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the incoherent 330

d"AA!!AA"/dy UPC cross sections as a function of the center- 331

of-mass energy WNN = #
sNN at the central rapidity y = 0 and 332

compares the results of the Gribov-Glauber and STARlight 333

models. One can see from this figure that the STARlight 334

predictions are several-fold larger than those of the Gribov- 335

Glauber model. 336
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FIG. 3. The "# A!!A" (W# p) incoherent cross section as a func-
tion of W# p in the Gribov-Glauber model (red solid curve labeled
“GGM”), the Glauber model (blue dashed curve labeled “GM”), and
the impulse approximation (green dot-dashed curve).

Figure 3 shows the # A ! !A" incoherent cross section273

as a function of the photon-nucleon energy W# p. The three274

curves correspond to the results of the calculations using the275

Gribov-Glauber model of Eq. (12) (the red solid curve labeled276

“GGM”), the Glauber model of Eq. (8) (the blue dashed curve277

labeled “GM”), and the impulse approximation (the green278

dot-dashed curve), where one neglects the effect of nuclear279

attenuation, " IA
# A!!A" = A"# p!!p. One can see from the figure280

that the effect of nuclear shadowing is very large and leads to281

the suppression of the incoherent cross section compared to282

the impulse approximation by the factor of 10. Also, one can283

see that the inelastic nuclear shadowing additionally reduces284

the incoherent cross section by about 25% in a broad range285

of W# p. Note that in our calculations in the Gribov-Glauber286

model, in the interval 20 ! W# p ! 200 GeV we used the nom-287

inal central value for the parameter quantifying the photon288

hadronic fluctuations, $" = 0.3.289

For W# p > 200 GeV, based on data on inelastic diffraction290

in antiproton-proton and proton-proton scattering at Tevatron291

and LHC energies, it is expected that $" decreases with an292

increase of energy and eventually vanishes at asymptotically293

high energies because of an onset of the so-called black disk294

limit [8]. This results in a gradual decrease of inelastic nuclear295

shadowing for very large W# p leading to convergence of the296

red solid and blue dashed curves. The uncertainty in $" leads297

to a small, of the order of 5%, uncertainty in the predicted298

incoherent cross section, which is significantly smaller than299

the difference among the three curves shown in this figure.300

Figure 4 shows the incoherent UPC cross section (1) as a301

function of the ! meson rapidity y at
#

sNN = 5.02 TeV. The302

red solid curve corresponds to "# A!!A" in the Gribov-Glauber303

model; the blue dashed curve is the result of the Glauber304

model, c.f. Fig. 3 and its discussion. The shaded band shows305

the theoretical uncertainty of our predictions because of the306

uncertainty in the value of $" , which we take to be $" =307

0.3 ± 0.05 [8]. The black dot-dashed curve is the result of the308
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FIG. 4. The incoherent UPC cross section d"AA!!AA"/dy as a
function of the ! meson rapidity y at

#
sNN = 5.02 TeV. Shown are

predictions of the Gribov-Glauber (red solid curve with a shaded
band), Glauber (blue dashed), and STARlight (black dot-dashed
curve) models.

STARlight model [14]. One can see that over essentially the 309

entire range of y, the predictions of the Gribov-Glauber model 310

lie dramatically lower than those of the STARlight model. 311

In the STARlight framework, it is assumed that the cross 312

section of incoherent photoproduction of vector mesons on 313

nuclear targets is proportional to the ratio of the inelastic 314

!A and !N cross sections and is given by the following 315

expression: 316

"
STARlight
# A!!A" = "# p!!p

" in
!N

" in
!A =

!
e
f!

"2 " el
!N

" in
!N

" in
!A, (16)

where " in
!A is calculated in the Glauber model, 317

" in
!A =

#
d2$b(1 % e%"!N TA(b) ). (17)

Equation (16) does not correspond to the Glauber expression 318

for the quasielastic incoherent # A ! !A" cross section. As 319

follows from unitary of the Glauber theory, the inelastic !A 320

cross section can be presented by a sum of partial cross 321

sections of the inelastic interactions of the produced ! meson 322

with Neff nucleons (1 ! Neff ! A) [41], which lead to the 323

final state with a much higher multiplicity than that in the 324

incoherent cross section studied in UPCs. As a result, the 325

STARlight predictions for the cross section of incoherent 326

photoproduction of ! mesons in Pb-Pb UPCs at
#

sNN = 327

5.02 TeV significantly overestimate those obtained in our 328

GGM approach (see also Table I). 329

It is also illustrated by Fig. 5, which shows the incoherent 330

d"AA!!AA"/dy UPC cross sections as a function of the center- 331

of-mass energy WNN = #
sNN at the central rapidity y = 0 and 332

compares the results of the Gribov-Glauber and STARlight 333

models. One can see from this figure that the STARlight 334

predictions are several-fold larger than those of the Gribov- 335

Glauber model. 336
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TABLE I. Predictions for the incoherent d!AA!"AA"/dy and co-
herent d!AA!"AA/dy cross sections (in mb) of " photoproduction
in Pb-Pb UPCs at

#
sNN = 5.02 TeV and y = 0 in the framework

presented in this paper (GM and GGM) and the STARlight model.

GM GGM STARlight

Incoherent, mb 58 44 192
Coherent, mb 840 570 440

The quasielastic incoherent cross sections of Eqs. (8)337

and (12) do not include the contribution of " photoproduc-338

tion with nucleon dissociation, # N ! "Y , where Y denotes339

the hadronic system with mass MY . If this contribution is340

not rejected experimentally, it will increase the incoherent341

cross section. The effect can be taken into account using342

the approach developed for incoherent J/$ photoproduction343

on nuclei [42]. Using this method, the cross section of in-344

coherent " photoproduction on nuclei, which includes both345

elastic and nucleon-dissociative photoproduction on target346

nucleons, can be presented in the following form [compare to347

Eq. (12)]:348

! GG
# A!"A"+Y =

!
1 + !# p!"Y

!# p!"p

"!
e
f"

"2 #
d2$b TA(b)

%
!#

d!P(! )
!#

16%B
exp

$
&! in

2
TA(b)

%"2

,

(18)

where !# p!"p and !# p!"Y are the t-integrated cross sec-349

tions of elastic and nucleon-dissociative " photoproduction on350

the proton, respectively. Using the ZEUS analysis of elastic351

and proton-dissociative "0 photoproduction at HERA [37]352
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FIG. 5. The incoherent UPC cross sections as a function of
WNN = #

sNN at y = 0 in the Gribov-Glauber (red solid) and
STARlight (black dot-dashed) models. The red shaded band shows
the range of predictions for the cross section of incoherent " pho-
toproduction on nuclei, which includes both elastic and nucleon-
dissociative photoproduction on target nucleons [see Eq. (18)].

that found !# p!"p/!# p!"Y = 2.0 ± 0.2(stat.) ± 0.7(syst.) in 353

kinematic domain MY < 0.1W 2
# p and |t | < 0.5 GeV2, we es- 354

timate that the nucleon dissociation may increase the cross 355

section of one-step incoherent " photoproduction by as much 356

as 50%. The exact magnitude of this contribution depends 357

on such data selection criteria as the mass of the produced 358

state Y and the range of the momentum transfer t . To reflect 359

it, the possible range of our predictions for ! GG
# A!"A"+Y of 360

Eq. (18) is given by the red shaded band in Fig. 5. Note 361

that the uncertainty in the value of &! results in a small, 5% 362

uncertainty in the predicted incoherent cross section, which 363

can be neglected compared to the magnitude of the nucleon- 364

dissociation contribution. 365

Note that predictions of the Glauber model fall within the 366

range of the shaded band and, hence, are not shown; the 367

difference between the Gribov-Glauber and Glauber model 368

predictions can be readily read off Fig. 4. 369

Predictions for the cross section of incoherent " photo- 370

production in Pb-Pb UPCs in the LHC kinematics including 371

the effect of nucleon dissociation were also made in the 372

hot-spot model in Ref. [15]. While the relative magnitude 373

of the proton-dissociative contribution to the incoherent cross 374

section is similar to our result, the absolute value of the inco- 375

herent cross section is several times smaller than our estimate. 376

Thus, future measurements of incoherent " photoproduction 377

in heavy-ion UPCs at the LHC will help to discriminate 378

between the discussed approaches and constrain the dynamics 379

of nuclear shadowing in vector meson photoproduction on 380

nuclei. 381

It is also instructive to compare the incoherent and coherent 382

cases. The cross section of coherent " photoproduction on 383

nuclei in the STARlight model is given by the following 384

expression: 385

!
STARlight
# A!"A = d!# A!"A(t = 0)

dt

# '

|tmin|
dtF 2

A (t )

=
!

e
f"

"2 ! 2
"A

16%

# '

|tmin|
dtF 2

A (t ), (19)

where |tmin| = (M2
"mN/W# p)2. The factorized form of the 386

expression in Eq. (19) [compare to Eq. (13) in the Gribov- 387

Glauber model] assumes that the t dependence of the am- 388

plitude of coherent photoproduction on nuclei can be ap- 389

proximated by the undistorted nuclear form factor FA(t ). 390

This assumption disagrees with the Glauber model (see, 391

e.g., [6]) and does not only result in the t dependence of 392

the d!AA!"AA/(dy dt ) cross section, which is wider than that 393

predicted in the Gribov-Glauber approach [8] and seemed 394

to be observed in the data [17], but also increases the t 395

integrated cross section by a factor about 1.3–1.4. At the 396

same time, in the standard option of the STARlight model, 397

the !"A cross section in Eq. (19) is identified with the inelastic 398

! in
"A cross section (17) instead of the total one. It leads to a 399

strong energy-dependent violation of the optical theorem and 400

a suppression of the coherent cross section by approximately 401

a factor of three in the LHC kinematics (a factor of four in 402

the asymptotic black body limit). An interplay of these two 403

effects results in an overall suppression by approximately a 404
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l Coherent and incoherent photoproduction of ρ mesons in Pb-Pb UPCs at 
the LHC allows one to study nuclear shadowing and hadronic fluctuations of 
the photon at unprecedentedly high energies. 

l Inelastic (Gribov) nuclear shadowing is essential for describing the 
normalization and energy dependence of the Run 1 and 2 ALICE data.   
   
l Presented framework allowed us to make predictions for incoherent 
photoproduction of ρ mesons in Pb-Pb UPCs at the LHC, which are very 
different from frequently used STARlight MC.

Summary


